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In this article, we study the Cauchy problem of generalized Boussinesq equa-
tions. We prove the local existence in time in Sobolev and weighted Sobolev space
through Fourier transforms. Then our main result is to prove that the supremum
Ž .norm of the solution n, ¤ with sufficiently small and regular initial data decays to
zero like ty1 r3. The proof of this result is based on the analysis of the linear part
of these Boussinesq equations. After diagonalization of the symbol of the matrix
operator associated with the linearized equations, it appears that the components
of the eigenvectors associated with the eigenvalues of this matrix valued symbol
play a significant role in the difficulties we encountered in our study. Q 1999
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we study the Cauchy problem of the system of Boussinesq
equations
3 1 1 1pn q n q n n y b n q g ¤ y e ¤ s 0 1Ž .t x x x x t x2 6 2 21 1 1 1 2
g ¤ q e n q g n s 0, x s x , x g R2 , 2Ž . Ž .t x 1 22
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..with initial data n x, 0 , ¤ x, 0 s n x , ¤ x , and where p ) 0 is an0 0
integer. n represents the longitudinal velocity and ¤ represents the trans-
2 2'verse velocity, with n, ¤ decaying to 0 as x q x “ ‘. b ) 0 measures1 2
the dispersive effect and e ) 0 and g ) 0 measure, respectively, the
* This paper is in great part, a portion of the author's Ph.D. thesis, written at the University
of Paris XI Orsay.
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Ž .rotational and transverse effects. The system of Boussinesq equations 1 ,
Ž .2 in the case where p s 1 is derived from generalized Boussinesq
w xequations described by G. G. Tomasson and W. K. Melville 10 , and it
arises in the modeling of waves in sea straits and coastal regions. The
derivation of the equations closely follow that of the rotation-modified
Ž .Kadomtsev]Petviashvili KP equations, which are derived in detail by
w xGrimshaw and Melville 5 . In the absence of rotation and weak transverse
effects the subject is well developed, the evolution being governed by the
Ž . Ž w xone-dimensional Korteweg]de Vries KdV equation see W. A. Strauss 9
w x.and J. C. Saut 8 . Although we are not informed of theoretical studies on
Ž . Ž .the system of Boussinesq equations 1 , 2 , there are many numerical
w xstudies on those equations for the case p s 1; thus W. K. Melville et al. 7
Ž . Ž .have treated numerically the decay of the solution of 1 , 2 when p s 1.
w xJ. Albert 1, 2 studied for small initial data the decay of solution to the
Ž .Benjamin]Bona]Mahony BBM equation in one space dimension. Like-
w xwise, P. Biler 3 was concerned with the long-time behavior of solutions to
Ž .the generalized BBM equation in two space dimensions,
u y Du s b ? =u q u p a ? =u , p G 3 integer a , b g R2 , b / 0.Ž .t t
Both proofs are based on the result from the analysis of the linear part of
the equations and use the stationary phase method. We will take our
w xinspiration from the paper of J. Albert 1 in our study. The absence of a
Ž . Ž .regularizing term in x for n in the equations 1 , 2 prevents us from2
using classical energy estimates to prove the existence of a solution. Let us
denote by A the matrix operator associated with the linear part of the
Ã 2Ž . Ž . Ž .equations 1 , 2 and A k , k g R , as its symbol. To solve the linearized
ÃŽ .system, we have to diagonalize A k ; then the components of the eigen-
ÃŽ .vectors associated with the eigenvalues of A k occur in the expression of
Ž . Ž . Ž .the solution n, ¤ to 1 , 2 when it is given in its integral form. Thereby,
these eigenvectors' components intervene in the estimates needed to prove
the local existence by the contraction mapping argument. Moreover, they
forced us to study in an appropriate weighted Sobolev space the decay
Ž . Ž .estimates of the solution to the system 1 , 2 . This paper is organized
as follows. In Section 2, we show the local existence and uniqueness
Ž . Ž . sŽ 2 .of solution of 1 , 2 in the Sobolev space H R , s ) 1 real, with initial
Ž . Ž sq1Ž 2 ..2data n , ¤ g H R , and in the weighted Sobolev space0 0
mŽ 2 Ž . . Ž . Ž 2 .1r2 Ž .H R , s x dx , s x s 1 q x , m ) 1 integer, with n , ¤ g2 0 0
Ž mq 1Ž 2 Ž . ..2 Ž . Ž .H R , s x dx . For that, we write the system 1 , 2 in the form of
integral equations, and we use the contraction mapping argument. Section
3 is concerned with the L‘ estimate of the solution to the linear part of the
Ž . Ž .equations 1 , 2 ; we use essentially the stationary phase method. Section
4 deals with the main result of our paper: we deduce from the linear
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estimates of Section 3 the decay of the solution to the nonlinear system
Ž . Ž .1 , 2 . More precisely, we show that for p ) 6 and for sufficiently small
Ž . Ž . Ž .and regular initial data, the solution n, ¤ of 1 , 2 verifies
y1r2
‘ 2 ‘ 2n x , t q ¤ x , t F c 1 q t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .L R L R
Ž . Ž .where c is a positive constant. So, the solution of the system 1 , 2 decays
as rapidly as the solution of the linear part of this same system.
1.1. Notations
pŽ N .The norm in L R , 1 F p F ‘, N integer, will be denoted by
5 5 p N pŽ 2 . p Ž 2 .? . We note L R s L , 1 F p F ‘. S R is the SchwartzL ŽR .
Ž 2 .space, and for f g S R , the Fourier transform is here defined by
Ã i k? x 2Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .2I f k s f k s H e f x dx, k g R . Then for any s g R, theR
sŽ 2 . s 5 5norm of the Sobolev space H R s H is denoted by f ss
2 s Ã 2 1r2Ž Ž < < . < Ž . < .2H 1 q k f k dk . For s integer, this norm is equivalent toR
5 5 Ž < a < 2 .1r2 Ž .2f s Ý H D f , with the multi-index a s a , a . We wills < a < F s R 1 2
mŽ 2 Ž . .denote by H R , s x dx the ``weighted Sobolev space'' with the weight
Ž . Ž . Ž 2 .1r2s x s s x , x s 1 q x and with the norm1 2 2
1r21r2
2 2a 2 a2 25 5 < < < <f s s f s 1 q x D f dx .Ž .Ý Ým , s L ŽR . H 2ž / 2ž /R< < < <a Fm a Fm
< < 2 2 2 2 2Throughout the sequel, we will note k s k q k and D s › r› x q1 2 1
› 2r› x 2. Furthermore, by c we denote a constant that is not necessarily2
the same at each occurrence. In our computations, we will often use the
12 2 2 2
wŽ .Ž .notation E s k q 2 1 q b k e rg q k g . Last, we denote by the1 1 26
convolution in space.
2. LOCAL EXISTENCE IN TIME
In this section, we study the local existence for the solution of the
Ž . Ž . sŽ 2 .system 1 , 2 in the space H R , s ) 1 real, and in the space
mŽ 2 Ž . .H R , s x dx , m ) 1 integer. Because of the absence of a regularizing
Ž . Ž . Ž .term in x for n i.e., yn in the equations 1 , 2 , we make our study2 x x t2 2
Ž . Ž .using the Fourier transform, since 1 , 2 do not admit classical energy
Ž . Ž .estimates. Writing the system 1 , 2 in integral form, we prove the local
existence of its solution by using the contraction mapping argument.
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sŽ 2 .2.1. Local Existence in H R
We prove the following theorem.
sq1Ž 2 .THEOREM 1. Let n , ¤ g H R , s ) 1 real. Then there exists a0 0
Ž .positi¤e constant T ) 0 and a unique solution n, ¤ of the Cauchy problem0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž sŽ 2 ...2associated with 1 , 2 , with n, ¤ g C 0, T ; H R .0
Ž . Ž .Proof. The system of equations 1 , 2 can be written
U s AU q N U , 3Ž . Ž .t
where
nU s ,ž /¤
y123 1 ›
N U s y 1 y b F U ,Ž . Ž .Ž . x12ž /2 p q 1 6 › xŽ . 1
n pq1F U s ,Ž . ž /0
Ž . Ž .and A is the matrix operator associated with the linear part of 1 , 2 . The
Ã 2Ž .operator A has a matrix valued symbol A k , k g R , which is diagonaliz-
Ã ÃÄ Ã y1 ÃŽ .able. So A s PA P , where P is the matrix of the eigenvectors associ-
Ã 'Ž . Ž .ated with the eigenvalues il , il of A, l k s k q E r1 2 1 1
1 12 2'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 q b k , l k s k y E r2 1 q b k , with E given in the nota-1 2 1 16 6
Ž .tions. Then, applying the Fourier transform on 3 and multiplying it by
Ã y1Ž .P , one obtains
3Ä ÄÄ ÃÃU s AU q HF U , 4Ž . Ž .t 2 p q 1Ž .
1y1 y1 2Ä Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .where U s P U, and H s P K with K k s ik r2 1 q b k . We1 16
Ã Ã y1 Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .note that P s p , P s l , H s h , i, j s 1, 2, whereÃi j i j i j
yie q k g2
p s p s ,Ã Ã11 12 21 e
2 22 1 q b k q k g1 2ž / ž /6 g
1 1
p s , p s ,Ã Ã21 22' 'k q E k y E1 1
ik k1 1Ãh s k g q ie q 1 ,Ž .11 2 ž /'g E
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ik k1 1Ãh s y k g q ie y 1 ,Ž .21 2 ž /'g E
ik e 2rg q k 2gŽ .1 2Ã Ãh s s yh ,12 22'E
i 1
2Ã Ãl s y 1 q b k h , m , n s 1, 2.m n 1 m nž /k 61
Ž .Now applying the Duhamel formula on 4 , and taking the inverse Fourier
transform of its two members, we obtain the integral equation
3 t
wU s S t U q S t y t H F U t dt , 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H0 2 p q 1Ž . 0
where
n y1 ÄU s s I UŽ .Ž .ž /¤
Ãrepresents U in the eigenvectors basis of A, and
n0U s0 ž /¤ 0
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..represents U at t s 0; S t s S t , S t is the semigroup that occurs in1 2
the computation of the ordinary differential equation U s AU whenever itt Äy1 AtŽ .Ž . Ž Ž ..is done in the eigenvectors basis. We have S t w , w s I e w , w ,1 2 1 2
Ž .so that the semigroup components S t , j s 1, 2 are explicitly given in thej
eigenvectors basis by
1
i k? xqil Žk . tjS t w s e w k dk , j s 1, 2. 6Ž . Ž . Ž .ÃHj j j2 2R2pŽ .
Ž .We deduce from 5 that in the eigenvectors basis, any solution of the
Ž . Ž .Cauchy problem associated with 1 , 2 , can be written in the following
system of integral equations:
3 t pq1
wn x , t s S t n x q S t y t h n x , t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H1 0 1 112 p q 1Ž . 0
7Ž .
3 t pq1
w¤ x , t s S t ¤ x q S t y t h n x , t dt .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H2 0 2 212 p q 1Ž . 0
8Ž .
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Ã ÃÄMoreover, from the relation U s PU given above, we obtain, thanks to the
inverse Fourier transform, the following relations connecting the solution
Ž . Ž .n, ¤ and its representative n, ¤ in the eigenvectors basis:
wn s p n q ¤ , 9Ž . Ž .11
w w¤ s p n q p ¤ . 10Ž .21 22
Now, consider the complete metric space.
2s 2 5 5 5 5F s n , ¤ g C 0, T ; H R , sup n q sup ¤ F a , s ) 1,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . s s½ 5
w x w x0, T 0, T
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..where a is a positive real constant. Define F n, ¤ s f n, ¤ , f n, ¤1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .with f n, ¤ s p ) n q ¤ and f n, ¤ s p ) n q p )¤ ; then from1 11 2 21 22
Ž . Ž .7 , 8 ,
wf n , ¤ s p S t n q S t ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 11 1 0 2 0
3 t pq1
w wq p S t y t h nŽ . Ž .H 11 1 112 p q 1Ž . 0
w
pq1qS t y t h n dt ,Ž . 4Ž .2 21
w wf n , ¤ s p S t n q p S t ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .2 21 1 0 22 2 0
3 t pq1
w wq p S t y t h nŽ . Ž .Ž .H 21 1 112 p q 1Ž . 0
w w
pq1qp S t y t h n dt .Ž . 4Ž .Ž .22 2 21
Ž .To show that F n, ¤ is a contradiction from F to F, we need the
Ž .following lemma, which will lead us to prove that F n, ¤ keeps F
invariant.
LEMMA 1. Let c g H s, and n , ¤ g OH sq1. We ha¤e the inequalities0 0
w w wp S r c q p S r h cŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ýi j j i j j i js s
i , js1, 2 i , js1, 2
w w5 5F c c , p S r n q S r ¤ q p S r nŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .s 11 1 0 2 0 21 1 0s s
wq p S r ¤Ž .22 2 0 s
5 5 5 5F c n q ¤ ,Ž .sq1 sq10 0
where c does not depend on c , n , ¤ , or r ) 0.0 0
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y1 il jŽk . t ÃŽ . Ž Ž ..Proof. We use the fact that S t c s I e c k , j s 1, 2.j
5 5The result follows immediately from the definition of ? s g R givens
in the notations.
sŽ 2 .Now, thanks to Lemma 1 and the fact that H R , s ) 1, is an algebra,
Ž .we get for all n, ¤ g F,
T pq15 5 5 5 5 5f n , ¤ F c n q ¤ q n dt ; 11Ž . Ž .sq1 sq1 H s1 0 0s ½ 5
0
Ž .similarly, we obtain the same estimate for f n, ¤ . Thereby, taking d2
5 5 5 5as a positive constant such that n q ¤ F d , we get for allsq1 sq10 0
Ž .n, ¤ g F,
T pq15 5 5 5 5 5sup F n , ¤ F 2c n q ¤ q n dtŽ . sq1 sq1 H ss 0 0½ 5
0w x0, T
 pq1 4F 2c d q a T . 12Ž .
Then choosing a s 4cd , we obtain
5 5 2 pq2 pq1 psup F n , ¤ F 2cd 1 q 2 c d T ,Ž . Ž .s
w x0, T
so that fixing T such that 22 pq2c pq1d pT - 1, this yields that
5 Ž .5sup F n, ¤ F 4cd s a. Thus F maps into F. Moreover, letsw0, T x
Ž . Ž . Ž .n, ¤ , u, w g F, with the same initial data n , ¤ . Then with Lemma 10 0
sŽ 2 .and as H R , s ) 1, is an algebra, we easily obtain
p 5 5sup F n , ¤ y F u , w F 2ca T sup n y u ,Ž . Ž . ss
w x w x0, T 0, T
which yields, choosing a s 4cd as above,
2 pq1 pq1 p 5 5sup F n , ¤ y F u , w F 2 c d T sup n y u .Ž . Ž . ss
w x w x0, T 0, T
By the choice of T as above, we have 22 pq1c pq1d pT - 1. Hence it follows
that F is a contradiction from F to F. Thus we have established the
existence and uniqueness in F, and the result of Theorem 1 is obtained.
w wŽ .Ž Ž ..Remark 1. As the term p S t h f n appears in the integral11 1 11
Ž . Ž . Ž .form of the solution n, ¤ to 1 , 2 , then, to study the decay of this
w ‘ 2< Ž .Ž Ž .. <solution, we need an effective control of S t h f n . It happensL ŽR .1 11
Ž . sŽ 2 .that if one chooses the initial data n , ¤ in the Sobolev space H R , we0 0
1Ž 2 .need h g L R in the computations; but h does not verify this11 11
condition, so that we cannot obtain the needed control. On the other
Ž . mŽ 2 Ž . .hand, if n , ¤ belongs to the weighted Sobolev space H R , s x dx ,0 0
1Ž 2 .the condition h g L R is not necessary for an effective estimate of the11
wŽ .Ž Ž ..supremum norm of S t h f n . This led us to introduce the weighted1 11
mŽ 2 Ž . .Sobolev space H R , s x dx .
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mŽ 2 Ž . .2.2. Local existence in H R , s x dx
mŽ 2 Ž . .As we said in Remark 1, H R , s x dx is a space more adapted than
mŽ 2 .the space H R for the decay study. For simplification in the computa-
Ž . Ž 2 .1r2tions, we choose the weight s x s 1 q x , and such a choice allows2
us to use only differentials in a single variable. We prove the following
theorem.
mq 1Ž 2 Ž . .THEOREM 2. Let n , ¤ g H R , s x dx , m ) 1 integer. Then0 0
Ž .there exists a positi¤e constant T ) 0 and a unique solution n, ¤ of0
Ž . Ž . w x Ž .the Cauchy problem associated with 1 , 2 in 0, T , with n, ¤ g0
Ž Ž mŽ 2 Ž . ...2C 0, T ; H R , s x dx .0
Proof. The proof follows the same lines as those of the proof of
Theorem 1; we give only the estimates in the following lemma, which are
needed to prove Theorem 2.
mŽ 2 Ž . .LEMMA 2. Let c g H R , s x dx , m ) 1 integer. Then we ha¤e
›mr22 Ã Ã5 5 < < < < 5 5c c F 1 q k c q c F c c 13Ž .Ž .m , s m , s1 2ž /› k 2 22 Ž .L R
p m 2 5 p 5 5 5 pc g H R , s x dx and c F c c , p G 1 integer ,Ž .Ž . m , s m , s
14Ž .
and the constants c, c , c do not depend on c .1 2
Ž 2 .Proof of Lemma 2. Working first in the Schwartz space S R and
Ž . mŽ 2using Plancherel's theorem, 13 follows easily in the space H R ,
Ž . . Ž 2 . mŽ 2 Ž . .s x dx , m ) 1, because of the density of S R in H R , s x dx
Ž w x. Ž . Ž .see Triebel 11 , while 14 follows immediately from 13 , using the well
m Ž 2 . Žknown fact that H R , m ) 1, is an algebra see
w x.De G. Akmel 12 .Â
3. LINEAR ESTIMATES
Our goal in this section is to study the linear equations associated with
Ž . Ž .1 , 2 and to establish some estimates that will be used in the next
section. For this we give some useful inequalities and we estimate the
Ã ‘solution on the eigenvector basis of A, thanks to the L estimates of the
Ž Ž . Ž . .oscillatory integrals S t w, S t w . We finish by using the relations1 2
connecting the solutions from the canonical basis with those from the
eigenvector basis.
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Consider the linearized problem
1 1 1¡n q n y b n q g ¤ y e ¤ s 0t x x x t x6 2 21 1 1 2
g ¤ q e n q g n s 0t x 2~LPŽ .
n x , x , 0 s n x , xŽ . Ž .1 2 0 1 2¢¤ x , x , 0 s ¤ x , x .Ž . Ž .1 2 0 1 2
We prove the following theorem.
8Ž 2 Ž . . Ž .THEOREM 3. Let n , ¤ g H R , s x dx ; then the solution n, ¤ of0 0
Ž .the linearized problem LP satisfies
y1r3
‘ 2 ‘ 2n x , t q ¤ x , t F c 1 q t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .L R L R
for all t G 0, x g R2, where c does not depend on x or t.
Proof. We shall need some preliminary results given in the following
lemma.
4Ž 2 Ž . .LEMMA 3. Let c g H R , s x dx . Then
›22 Ã Ã5 5 < < < < 5 5c c F 1 q k c q c F c c , 15Ž .Ž .4, s 4, s1 2ž /› k 2 22 Ž .L R
›2 Ã Ã< < < < 5 51 q k c q c F c c , 16Ž .Ž . 4, sž /› k 1 22 Ž .L R
2 Ã 5 5‘1 q k c dk F c c , 17Ž .Ž . Ž .H 4, sL R2 1k 2
R
where the constants c, c , c do not depend on c .1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Inequality 15 is a particular case m s 4 of 13 , while the
Ž . Ž . Ž .inequalities 16 and 17 follow from 15 when one uses Plancherel's
Ž 2 . 4Ž 2 Ž . . Žtheorem and the density of S R in H R , s x dx see De G. AkmelÂ
w x.12 .
We need some more inequalities satisfied by the derivatives of the




y1r6at F l k F c, 18Ž . Ž .1› k2
2›
y1r6 3at F k l k F c, 19Ž . Ž .2 12› k2
< < 1r6for all k G 1r2, k F t , t G 1, and2 1
2›
l k F c, ;k , k g R. 20Ž . Ž .1 1 22› k2
Ž 2 2 . Ž .The computations show that › r› k l k is positive for all k , k g R.2 1 1 2
To simplify the notations in the next lemmas, define
x x x1 2 2 2a s s , s a , a g R , k s k , k g R ,Ž . Ž .t 1 t 2 t 1 2ž /t t t
h k s l k y a ? k , g k s l k y a ? k ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a 1 t a 2 tt t
2 Ž . Ž .where ``?'' is the scalar product in R . Then S t , j s 1, 2, given in 6 , mayj
be written
1
ih Žk . ta tS t w x s e w k dk ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ÃH1 2 2R2pŽ .
1
i g Žk . ta tS t w x s e w k dk.Ž . Ž . Ž .ÃH2 2 2R2pŽ .
4Ž 2 Ž . .Throughout the sequel, as w g H R , s x dx , we have according to
Ž Ž .. 1Ž 2 .Lemma 3 inequality 17 , w g L R . Then, thanks to Fubini's theorem,Ã
b2 a2 iha Žk . t Ž .twe can permute the sum in H H e w k dk dk . Now we need theÃb a 1 21 1
‘ Ž .L estimates of the oscillatory integrals S t w, j s 1, 2. For that purposej
the following lemma will be of great use.
4Ž 2 Ž . . w xLEMMA 4. Let w g H R , s x dx and consider a rectangle a , a =1 2
w x <Ž . Ž . < Ž . Ž .b , b such that on this rectangle ›r› k h k G c t , where c t ) 0 is1 2 2 a t
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a constant depending only on t ) 0. Then
ab 22 ih Žk . ta te w k dkŽ .ÃH H
b a1 1
2a1 1 ›b 22 < <F w h k dk dkŽ .ÃH H a 1 22 2 t½t › kb ac tŽ . 21 1
a1 ›b 22q w dk dkÃH H 1 2c t › kŽ . b a 21 1
a1 2
‘q w k , k dk . 21Ž . Ž .Ž .Ã L RH 1 2 1k 2 5c tŽ . a1
Ž 2 .Proof. We choose a sequence w g S R , use Fubini's theorem, andm
integrate by parts, noticing that
$
1 › w k$ Ž .mihŽk . t ihŽk . te w k s e ;Ž . Ž .m it › k ›r› k h kŽ . Ž .2 2
we get
a $b 22 ih Žk . ta te w k dk dkŽ .H H m 1 2
b a1 1
$ $
2 2< < < < < <w › r› k ha1 ›r› k wŽ .Ž .b 2 m 2 a 2 m2 tF q dkH H 2 < <½t ›r› k h< <ž /Ž .›r› k hb a Ž . 2 a1 1 2 a tt
$
a w k , bŽ .2 m 1 1qH ž ›r› k h k , bŽ . Ž .a 2 a 1 11 t
$
w k , bŽ .m 1 2q dk .1 5/›r› k h k , bŽ . Ž .2 a 1 2t
2a1 1 ›$b 22 < <F w h k dk dkŽ .H H m a 1 22 2 t½t › kb ac tŽ . 21 1
a1 › $b 22q w dk dkH H m 1 2c t › kŽ . b a 21 1
a1 $2
q w k , k R dk .Ž . Ž .H ‘m 1 2 k 1L 2 5c tŽ . a1
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž 2 . 4Ž 2 Ž . .Then thanks to 16 , 17 , 20 , and the density of S R in H R , s x dx ,
the result of Lemma 4 follows immediately.
We give also the following lemma, the proof of which is similar to that
of Lemma 4.
w x w xLEMMA 5. Consider a rectangle a , a = b , b with 0 - b F b - ‘.1 2 3 4 3 4
<Ž . Ž . < Ž . p Ž .1. If on this rectangle ›r› k h k G c t rk , p G 3, with c t ) 02 a 2t
Ž <Ž . Ž . <a constant depending only on t ) 0, which implies ›r› k h k G2 a t
Ž . 3 py3 <Ž . Ž . < Ž . 2 py2 .c t rh b , or else ›r› k h k G c t rk b , then for w g2 4 2 a 2 4t4Ž 2 Ž . .H R , s x dx , we ha¤e
ab 24 iha te w k dkŽ .ÃH H
b a3 1
2Ž py3. 2a1 b ›b 24 4 6 < <F k w h k dk dkŽ .ÃH H 2 a 1 22 2 t½t › kb ac tŽ . 23 1
py3 ab ›b 24 4 3q k w dkÃH H 2c t › kŽ . b a 23 1
py2 ab 24 2
‘q k w k , k dk . 22Ž . Ž .Ž .Ã L RH 2 1 2 1k 2 5c tŽ . a1
<Ž . Ž . < Ž . p2. Likewise, if on this rectangle, ›r› k h k G c t k , p G 1,2 a 2t
<Ž . Ž . < Ž . pwhich also gi¤es ›r› k h k G c t b , on this rectangle, then2 a 3t
ab 24 ih Žk . ta te w k dk dkŽ .ÃH H 1 2
b a3 1
2 2< <w › r› k ha1 1 Ã Ž .b 2 2 a4 tF dk dkH H 1 22 2 p½t kb ac tŽ . 23 1
< <a1 ›r› k wŽ . Ãb 2 24q dk dkH H 1 2pc t kŽ . b a 23 1
yp ab 23
‘q w k , k dk . 23Ž . Ž .Ž .Ã L RH 1 2 1k 2 5c tŽ . a1
Remark 2. One can also show in a similar way that if on the rectangle
<Ž . Ž . < Ž . p Ž .of Lemma 5, ›r› k h k G c t rk , p G 2, with c t ) 0, then we2 a 2t
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have
ab 24 ih Žk . ta te w k dkŽ .ÃH H
b a3 1
2Ž py2. 2a1 b ›b 24 4 4 < <F k w h k dk dkŽ .ÃH H 2 a 1 22 2 t½t › kb ac tŽ . 23 1
py2 ab ›b 24 4 2q k w dkÃH H 2c t › kŽ . b a 23 1
py2 ab 24 2
‘q k w k , k dk .Ž . Ž .Ã L RH 2 1 2 1k 2 5c tŽ . a1
Ž . Ž .Remark 3. The size of the terms on the right-hand side of 21 or 22
Ž .and 23 can be estimated by taking into account the behavior of
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .›r› k h k as k s k , k approaches a zero of ›r› k h k . As2 a 1 2 2 at t'Ž . Ž . Ž .›r› k h k s g k r E y a , E given in the notations , then for2 a 2 2 tt
1 2< < Ž . Ž .'a - g r 2 1 q b k , the solutions of the equation ›r› k h k' Ž .2 t 1 2 a6 t
Ž .s 0 are given by k , k , with1 a 2 t
12 2 2 2a a k q 2 e rg 1 q b kŽ . Ž .Ž .2 t 1 162k s .a 12 22 t g g y 2a 1 q b kŽ .Ž .2 t 16
The condition
'g
< <a - ,2 t 1 22 1 q b k' Ž .16
Ž .for the existence of the stationary points of h k , motivates the defini-a t
tions of the k given in the proofs of Lemmas 6 and 7 below, in which we0
use the stationary phase method.
We have the following lemma.
LEMMA 6. There exists a constant c ) 0 such that
1r6 dt ih Žk , k . t y1r3a 1 2 5 5te w k , k dk dk F c w t ,Ž .ÃH H 4, s1 2 1 2
1r6yt b
for all a g R2 and t G 1; c depends only on the constants b and d.t
Ž .Proof. We recall that by notation, a s a , a . For the sequel,t 1 t 2 t
Ž . i ha Žk . t Ž . Ž . Ž .twe set I k s e w k . Define a s ›r› k l k , b , a sÃa b 2 1 1 d
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Ž . Ž . w x›r› k l k , d , and for all a g R, define k g b, d by2 1 1 2 t 0
k s b if a - a ,0 2 t b
›
h k , k s 0 if a F a F a ,Ž .a 1 0 b 2 t dt› k2
k s d if a - a .0 d 2 t
Ž .Then using 19 and the Taylor formula, we show that there exist constants
w xa, d , with a depending only on b or d, such that for all a g a , a and2 t b d
Ž . w 1r6 1r6 x w xk , k g yt , t = b, d , t G 11 2
›
y1r6 < < < <h k , k G at k y k if k y k F d , 24Ž . Ž .a 1 2 2 0 2 0t› k2
and
›
y1r6 < <h k , k G at if k y k G d . 25Ž . Ž .a 1 2 2 0t› k2
w x y1r6Now if a f a , a , then there exists u ) 0 such that a F a y u t ,2 t b d 2 t b
or a G a q u ty1r6, and then again with the Taylor formula around b2 t d
<Ž . Ž . < y1r6 Ž .or d, one easily obtains ›r› k h k , k G a t ; t G 1, k , k g2 a 1 2 2 1 2tw y1r6 y1r6 x w xyt , t = b, d , where a ) 0 is a constant depending only on b2
Ž . Ž . Ž .or d; thereby, using Lemma 4 and the inequalities 18 , 19 , 20 and
w xLemma 3, we obtain for a f a , a ,2 t b d
›1r6 dt y2r3 ‘2< <I k dk F ct w q w q w k dkŽ .Ž . Ž . L RÃ Ã ÃH H L H ka 12½ 51r6 ž › k 2yt b R2 L
y2r3 5 5F ct w .4, s
w x Ž .Moreover, if a g a , a , then from 25 and Lemma 4, it follows as2 t b d
< t
1r6 Ž . < y2r3 5 51r6above that H H I k dk F ct w . It remainse, syt k gw b, d x, < k yk < ) d a2 2 0
t1r6 Ž . w x1r6to estimate I s H H I k dk, when a g a , a . This is1 yt < k yk < F d a 2 t b d2 0
done by considering separately the cases ty1r3 G d and ty1r3 F d . In the
t1r6 < < ‘ y1r3 5 51r6first case, this integral is less than 2dH w dk F 2 t w . InÃ L ŽR . 4, syt 1k 2
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the other case ty1r3 F d , write
1r6 1r6t t< <I F I k dk q I k dk .Ž . Ž .H H H H1 a a
1r6 y1r3 1r6 y1r3< < < <yt k yk Ft yt t F k yk Fd2 0 2 0
26Ž .
Ž .As above, the first integral on the right-hand side of 26 is less than
y1r3 5 5 Ž . Ž . Ž .2 t w ; furthermore, by 20 , 24 and Lemma 5 2 , we obtain,4, s
setting s s k y k ,2 0
w k , q s1r6 1r6 Ž .Ãdqk d 1 k 0t t0 y1 1r3I k dk F ct t ds dkŽ .H H H Ha 12½1r6 y1r3 1r6 y1r3 syt t qk yt t0
›r› k w k , k q s1r6 Ž . Ž .Ãd 2 1 0t1r6qt ds dkH H 1
1r6 y1r3 < <syt t
t1r61r2
‘< <qt w dk ,ÃH L ŽR . 1k 521r6yt
and as
1 1 1 1d
ds s y q F ,H 2 y1r3 1r3y1r3 ds t tt
we get with Lemma 3,
1r6 1r6dqkt t0 y1 2r3
‘< <I k dk F ct t w dkŽ . ÃH H H L ŽR .a 1k½ 21r6 y1r3 1r6yt t yt
›1r6 dt1r2qt w k , k q s ds dkŽ .ÃH H 1 0 1 51r6 y1r3 › kyt t 2
y1r3 5 5F ct w .4, s
w 1r6 1r6 x w y1r3 xThe integral over yt , t = k y d , k y t is estimated simi-0 0
larly. This completes the proof of Lemma 6.
LEMMA 7. There exists a constant c ) 0, independent of t, such that




1r6 y2t ih Žk , k . t y1r3a 1 2 5 5te w k , k dk dk F ct w ,Ž .ÃH H 4, s1 2 1 2
1r6yt y‘
for all a g R2 and t G 1.t
Ž . iha Žk . t Ž .tProof. We recall that by notation, I k s e w k . By the symme-Ãa
Ž . Ž .try of ›r› k h k , k with respect to k , it suffices to prove the first2 a 1 2 2t
<Ž . Ž . <result, as the present proof is based on the behavior of ›r› k h k , k .2 a 1 2t
1 2'Let a s g r 2 1 q b k . We have already noticed in Remark 3' Ž .0 16
< < Ž .that, if a - a , then h k admits stationary points. Now if a ) 0,2 t 0 a 2 ttw wdefine k g 2, ‘ by0
k s 2 if a G a ,¡ 0 2 t 0~ ›
h k , k s 0 if 0 - a - a .Ž .a 1 0 2 t 0t¢› k2
x wLet r be any number such that 0 - l r - 1; then for all a g 0, a and2 t 0
Ž . w 1r6 1r6 x w wk , k g yt , t = 2, q‘ , t G 1, the following estimates hold:1 2
y1r6› at
< < < <h k , k G k y k if k y k F rk , 27Ž . Ž .a 1 2 2 0 2 0 03t› k k2 0
y1r6› at
< <h k , k G , if k y k G rk , 28Ž . Ž .a 1 2 2 0 03t› k k2 2
with a depending only on r.
Ž . < < x wTo prove 27 assume k y k F rk and a g 0, a . Then it suf-2 0 0 2 t 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .fices to write with the Taylor formula, ›r› k h k , k s k y k2 a 1 2 2 0t
Ž 2 2 . Ž . < < < <› r› k l k , z , where z y k F k y k F rk , and to make use of2 1 1 0 2 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .19 . For 28 we consider separately the cases 2 F k F 1 y r k and2 0
Ž .k G 1 q r k ; in our computations we keep in mind the fact that for all2 0
Ž . w w Ž . Ž .k , k g R = 2, ‘ , k ‹ ›r› k l k , k is positive increasing and1 2 2 2 1 1 2
Ž 2 2 . Ž .k ‹ › r› k l k , k is positive decreasing. We also note that as for2 2 1 1 2
x w Ž . Ž .a g 0, a , k , k is a stationary point of h k , k for each fixed k ,2 t 0 1 0 a 1 2 1t
Ž . Ž .then we have a s ›r› k l k , k . With these facts in hand, and in2 t 2 1 1 0
Ž . Ž .view of the expression of ›r› k h k , k , we easily show the inequality2 a 1 2t
Ž .28 . The integral
‘1r6tI9 s I k dkŽ .H H a
1r6yt 2
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x w Ž . Ž .can now be estimated for a g 0, a , thanks to 27 and 28 : let2 t 0
Ž .s s k y k and define x k , k to be the characteristic function of the2 0 a 1 2t
Ž . 2 < < 4set k , k g R , s G rk . Then1 2 0
t1r6 t1r3 t1r6 t1r6I9 s I k x k dk dk q I k x k dk dkŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H Ha a 2 1 a a 2 1t t1r6 1r6 1r3yt 2 yt t
t1r6q I k dk dkŽ .H H a 2 1
1r6 < <yt s Frk0
s I X q I X q I X .1 2 3
x w Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .If a g 0, a , then 28 holds when x k / 0. Therefore from 28 , 192 t 0 a t
Ž .and Lemma 5 1 and Lemma 3, we get
› 1r6tX y1r3 2 2 y1r31 ‘< < < < < < 5 5I F ct k w q k w q w dk F ct w .Ã Ã ÃL H L ŽR . 4, s1 2 2 1k 2½ 51r6› k 1 yt2 L
On the other hand, one has
‘1r6t 2X y1r3 y1r3< < < < 1 2I F t k w k , k dk dk F t 1 q k wŽ . Ž .Ã ÃH H Ž .L R2 2 1 2 2 1
1r6 1r3yt t
y1r3 5 5F ct w .4, s
For the integral
t1r6XI s I k dk ,Ž .H H3 a
1r6 < <yt s Frk0
we consider separately the cases k G r t1r6 and k F r t1r6. In the first0 0
Ž .case we have still with s s k y k2 0
1r6 y2t 2 2 2< <I k dk dk F c k 1 y r k wŽ . Ž .Ž . ÃH H L ŽR .a 2 1 0 2
1r6 < <yt s Frk0
y1r3 5 5F ct w .4, s
If, on the other hand, k F r t1r6, write0
1r6 1r6t tX< <I F I k dk dk q I k dk dkŽ . Ž .H H H H3 a 2 1 a 2 1
1r6 1r6< < < <yt s Fm yt mF s Frk0
< X < < X <s I q I ,31 32
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y1r3 Ž < <where m s rt . We have here for s F rk where k G 20 0
2m 1r6tX y1r3
‘< < < < 5 5I F k w dk F ct w ,ÃH L ŽR . 4, s31 2 1k 21r61 y r kŽ . yt0
< <with c depending only on r. Furthermore, we notice that for m F k y k2 0
Ž .F rk , 27 leads to0
2 2y1r6 y1r6< <› at k y k 1 q r at m 1 q rŽ . Ž .2 0
h k G G .Ž .a 2 2t ž / ž /› k k kk k2 0 02 2
29Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .It follows from 19 , 27 , 29 , Remark 2, and Lemma 3 that
›1r6tX y1 1r3 y1 2 2
‘< < < <I F ct t k m k w dk q k wÃ ÃH L ŽR .32 0 2 1 2k 2½ 51r6ž /› k 1 2yt 2 Ž .L R
y1r3 5 5F ct w .4, s
x wThis completes the proof of Lemma 7 for the case a g 0, a . Now2 t 0
Ž . <Ž . Ž . < <Ž . Ž . < y1r6if a F 0, we have with 18 , ›r› k h k G ›r› k l k G at2 t 2 a 2 1tw w < < 1r6;k g 2, ‘ , k F t , t G 1. Then writing2 1
‘ ‘1r6 1r6 1r3 1r6t t t t
I k dk s q I k dk ,Ž . Ž .H H H H H Ha at tž /1r6 1r6 1r6 1r3yt 2 yt 2 yt t
Ž .and thanks to Lemma 4 and the inequality 20 , we obtain as above
‘1r6t y1r3 5 5I k dk F ct w .Ž .H H 4, sa
1r6yt 2
w w < < 1r6Finally, if a G a , then we have for all k g 2, ‘ , k F t , t G 1,2 t 0 2 1
› › ›
< <h k s l k , k y a G a y l k , kŽ . Ž . Ž .a 1 1 2 2 t 2 t 1 1 2t› k › k › k2 2 2
› › 2
x wG a y l k , 2k yk l k , z zg k , 2kŽ . Ž .0 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 22ž /› k › k2 2
› 2 aty1r6
G k l k , 2k G ,Ž .2 1 1 22 3› k k2 2
Ž .by 19 , with a independent of t, k , k , Here we have used the Taylor1 2
formula around 2k and the fact that2
'› g
0 F l k , k F s a ,Ž .1 1 2 01 2› k 2 1 q b k'2 Ž .16
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w wwhenever k g 2, ‘ , k g R. Then writing2 1
‘ ‘1r3ts q ,H H H
1r32 2 t
Ž . Ž .we get with 19 and Lemma 5 1 ,
1r6 1r3t t
I k dk dkŽ .H H a 2 1
1r6yt 2
› 1r6ty1 2r3 2 1r2 2 21 ‘< < < <F ct t k w q t k w q k w dkÃ Ã ÃL H L ŽR .2 2 2 1k 2½ 51r6› k 1 yt2 L
y1r3 5 5F ct w .4, s
On the other hand, one has
‘1r6t y1r3 y1r31 2< < 5 5I k , k dk dk F c k w t F ct w .Ž . ÃH H L ŽR . 4, sa 1 2 2 1 2
1r6 1r3yt t
< t
1r6 ‘ Ž . < y1r3 5 51r6Therefore, H H I k , k dk dk F ct w , and the proof of4, syt 2 a 1 2 2 1
Lemma 7 is now complete.
4Ž 2 Ž . .LEMMA 8. Let w g H R , s x dx ; then we ha¤e the estimate
y1r3ih Žk . ta 5 5tS t w x s e w k F c t q 1 w ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÃH 4, s1
2R
2 Ž . 2for all t ) 0, x g R , k s k , k g R , where c is independent of w, x,1 2
and t.
Proof. Write
ih Žk . t ih Žk . ta at te w k dk F e w k dkŽ . Ž .Ã ÃH H H
1r6< <k Ft R1
ih Žk . ta tq e w k dk .Ž .ÃH H
1r6< <k Gt R1
If t ) 1, one has
ih Žk , k . t y1r3 2a 1 2 1 2< <te w k , k dk dk F t k wŽ .Ã ÃH H L ŽR .1 2 1 2 1
1r6< <k Gt R1
y1r31r3 5 5F 2 t q 1 w ,Ž . 4, s
1 1Ž . Ž .because t s 2 t G 1 q t . On the other hand, write for t ) 1,2 2
eiha tŽk . t w k dkŽ .ÃH H
1r6< <k Ft R1
‘1r6 y2 2t ih Žk . ta ts q q e w k dk dk ;Ž .ÃH H H H 1 2ž /1r6yt y‘ y2 y2
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then we see at once, thanks to Lemmas 6 and 7, that the term on the
y1r3 5 5right-hand side of the equation above is less than t w , t G 1. The4, s
Ž .1r3 Ž .1r3case t F 1 is obvious: one uses the fact that 1 s t q 1 r t q 1 F
1r3 y1r3Ž .2 t q 1 . Lemma 8 is then proved.
Following the same lines as above, one obtains a similar version of
Ž . Ž . Ž .Lemma 8 for the semigroup S t by noticing that ›r› k l k , k s2 2 2 1 2
Ž . .Ž .y ›r› k l k , k . Now we consider the functions p , p , p , given2 1 1 2 11 21 22
above by
yie q k g2
p s ,Ã11 1 2 2 22 1 q b k e rg q k gŽ .Ž .1 26
1 1
p s , p s ,Ã Ã21 22' 'k q E k y E1 1
12 2 2 2Ž .Ž .where E s k q 2 1 q b k e rg q k g ; then, to finish the proof of1 1 26
Theorem 3, we shall need the following lemma.
LEMMA 9. If p , p , p are defined as abo¤e, then p , p , p g11 21 22 11 21 22
1Ž 2 .L R .
Proof. We have
yie q k g2
p x s exp yik x y ik x dk dkŽ . Ž .H11 1 1 2 2 1 21 2 2 22 2 1 q b k e rg q k gŽ .R Ž .1 26
3ie e 6
< < < <s y exp y x y x2 1(ž /2bg g b
3i e 6
< < < <q sgn x exp y x y x ,Ž .2 2 1(ž /2b g b
1Ž 2 . 1Ž 2 .and this yields that p g L R . To prove that p g L R , we will11 21
2Ž 2 . < < 2 2Ž 2 . Ž . 2prove first that p g L R and x p g L R , x s x , x g R ;21 21 1 2
from that we will deduce the result by the Schwartz inequality. We have,
with E given above,
2 '1 k y 2k E q E1 12
2 2< <p s dk s dkÃ L ŽR . H H21 2 2 212 2 2 2 2R R' 2 1 q b k e rg q k gk q E Ž .Ž .Ž . 1 261
- ‘,
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2Ž 2 . < < 2and then with Plancherel's theorem, p g L R . For x p , write21 21
$ $ 2 2› ›2 2 2< <I x p s x p q x p s y p y p .Ã ÃŽ .21 1 21 2 21 21 212 2› k › k1 2
Ž 2 2 . Ž 2 2 .Then we show as above that › r› k p and › r› k p belong toÃ Ã1 21 2 21
2Ž 2 . < < 2 2Ž 2 .L R , and consequently by the Plancherel formula, x p g L R .21
1Ž 2 .Therefore we conclude that p g L R , by using the Schwartz inequality21
as follows:
1r21r2 dx22 2< < < < < <p dx F 1 q x p dx - ‘.Ž .H H H21 21 2ž /2 2 2 2ž /R R R < <1 q xŽ .
We obtain the same result for p , and Lemma 9 is then proved.22
Ž .Now, we can finish the proof of Theorem 3: if n, ¤ is a solution of the
Ž .linearized problem LP , straightforward computations similar to those
Ž . Ž .used to obtain 9 , 10 yield
wn x , t s p S t n x q S t ¤ x , 30Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .11 1 0 2 0
w w¤ x , t s p S t n x q p S t ¤ x . 31Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .21 1 0 22 2 0
Ž . Ž .Then combining 30 , 31 , in conjunction with Lemma 8, Lemma 9, and
the Young inequality, we obtain
y1r3 5 5 5 5‘ 2 ‘ 2n x , t q ¤ x , t F c 1 q t n q ¤ . 32Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .4, s 4, sL R L R 0 0
Ä Ã y1 ÃŽ .Furthermore, from the above-given relation U s P U , we get0 0
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5n q ¤ F c n q ¤ , 33Ž .Ž .4, s 4, s 8, s 8, s0 0 0 0
y1 ÄŽ . Ž .Ž Ž .where U s I U . Hence, combining 32 with 33 , we are led to the0 0
result of Theorem 3.
4. DECAY ESTIMATE OF THE SOLUTION
Let us state now the result of the decay property of the solution of
Ž . Ž .1 , 2 .
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4. Suppose p ) 6 in the equations 1 , 2 , and let n , ¤ g0 0
13Ž 2 Ž . .H R , s x dx . Then there exists a number d ) 0 such that if
Ž5 n 5 5 n 5 . Ž .Ý D n q D ¤ - d , then the solution n, ¤ of the Cauchy8, s 8, s<n < F 5 0 0
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Ž . Ž .problem associated with 1 , 2 is global and satisfies
y1r3
‘ 2 ‘ 2n x , t q ¤ x , t F c 1 q t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .L R L R
for all t ) 0, x g R2, where c does not depend on x or t.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. We recall that the solution n, ¤ of 1 , 2 is given in its
Ž . Ž .integral form and in the eigenvector basis by 7 , 8 . Throughout the
sequel we shall denote for j s 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
1
n n n pq1q s D ¤ , w s D n , f n s D n ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýj j j p q 1< < < < < <n sj n sj n sj
and
n n n nq s D ¤ , w s D n , w s D n , c s D ¤ .Ý Ý Ý Ýj j j 0 j 0
< < < < < < < <n saj n sj n sj n sj
n < < Ž . Ž .Then applying D , n F 5, to the equations 1 , 2 , we obtain
3 1 1 1w q w q f n y b w q gq y eq s 0Ž .Ž .i t j x j j x x t j x2 6 2 2x1 1 1 21
gq q e w q g w s 0,jt j j x 2
x s x , x g R2 ,Ž .1 2
Ž . Ž .so that, similar to 7 , 8 , one may prove that
3 t
ww x , t s S t w x q S t y t h f n dt , 34Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hj 1 j 1 11 j2 p q 1Ž . 0
3 t
wq x , t s S t c x q S t y t h f n dt . 35Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hj 2 j 2 21 j2 p q 1Ž . 0
We need for the sequel the inequalities in the following lemmas.
m 2Ž Ž . .LEMMA 10. Whene¤er n, ¤ , n, ¤ g H R , s x dx ,
w w5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5h n q h n F n F c n q ¤ , 36Ž .Ž .m , s m , s mq1, s m , s m , s11 21 x1
Ã Ãwhere h and h are such that h and h are some components of the11 21 11 21
Ãmatrix H gi¤en abo¤e.
ÃŽ .Proof. We combine 9 with some obvious estimates on h and thei j
Ž .inequality 13 of Lemma 2.
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m 2Ž Ž . .LEMMA 11. Let n , ¤ g H R , s x dx , m ) 1 integer. Then there0 0
Ž . Ž .exists a positi¤e constant T ) 0 such that the system of equations 7 , 80
m 2 2Ž . Ž Ž Ž Ž . ...admits a unique solution n, ¤ g C 0, T ; H R , s x dx .0
Ž . Ž .Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2 by using on 7 , 8 ,
the contraction mapping argument with the same F and F as given above,
Ž .and using 36 . The result follows easily.
From a straightforward computation in which one uses the inequalities
Ž .9 and those of Lemma 10, we obtain for 0 F j F 5,
py10
‘ ‘< < < <f n F n q ¤Ž . Ž .Ž . L Lj x1 5, s
10 5
n n
‘ ‘< < < < 5 5 5 5D n q D ¤ w q q . 4 Ž .Ý ÝL L 4, s 4, sl lž / ž /




‘ 2 ‘ 2< < < <q t s sup D n q D ¤ 1 q tŽ . Ž . 4Ý L ŽR . L ŽR .ž /½0FtFt < <n F5
5
y1 5 5q 1 q t w t q q t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 4, sž /j j 4, s 5ž /js0
The following proposition will be of great use for completing the proof of
Theorem 4.
PROPOSITION 1. There exists a constant c independent of n , ¤ , x, t such0 0
that
pq1n n5 5 5 5q t F c D n q D ¤ q q t , 38Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý 4, s 4, s0 0½ 5
< <n F5
Ž .and q t is continuous.
Ž .Proof. One can see at once that q t is continuous. Indeed, thanks
Ž .to Lemma 11, the solution n, ¤ of the system of integral equations
m 2 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž Ž Ž . ...7 , 8 verifies n, ¤ g C 0, T ; H R , s x dx , for n , ¤ g0 0 0
mŽ 2 Ž . .H R , s x dx , m ) 1; we also keep in mind that the inclusion of
mŽ 2 . ‘Ž 2 .H R , m ) 1, in L R is continuous. Let us show now the inequality
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .38 . We obtain from 7 , 36 , 37 , and Lemma 8,
‘n x , t F S t n x ‘Ž . Ž . Ž .L 1 0 L
3 t pq1q S t y t h ) n t dtŽ . Ž . ‘Ž .H 1 11 L2 p q 1Ž . 0
y1r3 5 5F c 1 q t nŽ . 4, s0½
t y1r3pq15 5q h ) n 1 q t y t dtŽ .Ž .H 4, s11 5
0
t y1r3y1r3 p5 5 5 5F c 1 q t n q n n 1 q t y t dtŽ . Ž .Ž .4, s H 5, s0 x½ 51
0
t py10y1r3
‘5 5 < < ‘F c 1 q t n q n t q ¤ tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .4, s H L L0½ 0
10
n n
‘ ‘< < < <D n q D ¤ 4Ý L Lž /
< <n F5
5
y1r35 5= w t q q t 1 q t y t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý 4, s½ 5j j 4, s 5
js0
y1r3 5 5F c 1 q t nŽ . 4, s0½
t y1r3pq1 ypr3q1qq t 1 q t 1 q t y t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 5
0
1r3 pq1
‘ 2Ž . < Ž . < 5 5 Ž . 4and then for p ) 6, 1 q t n x, t F c n q q t , sinceL ŽR . 4, s0
for p ) 6,
t y1r3ypr3q11 q t 1 q t y t dtŽ . Ž .Ž .H
0
tr2 y1r3ypr3q1s 1 q t 1 q t y t dtŽ . Ž .Ž .H
0
t y1r3ypr3q1q 1 q t 1 q t y t dtŽ . Ž .Ž .H
tr2
y1r3F c 1 q t .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Similarly, using 34 , 36 , 37 , and Lemma 8, we obtain for p ) 6,
1r3 pq1n5 51 q t w x , t F c D n q q t , 1 F j F 5.Ž . Ž . Ž .‘ 2 Ý 4, sj 0Ž . ½ 5L R
< <n sj
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5 Ž . 5 Ž .5 5Now, with the inequality S r c F c 1 q r c , j s 1, 2, easily4, s 4, sj
Ž . Ž . Ž .proved thanks to Lemma 2, and from 7 , 36 , 37 , and Lemma 8, we
obtain
n x , t F S t nŽ . Ž .4, s 1 0 4, s
3 t pq1q S t y t h ) n x , t dtŽ . Ž .Ž .H 1 11 4, s2 p q 1Ž . 0
5 5F c 1 q t nŽ . 4, s0½
tpq1 ypr3q1qq t 1 q t 1 q t y t dt .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 5
0
pq1Ž .5 5 5 5 Ž . 4Hence for p ) 6, one has 1 q t n F c n q q t .4, s 4, s0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .In the same way, using 34 , 36 , 37 , and Lemma 8, we prove that for
p ) 6,
y1 pq1n5 51 q t w x , t F c D n q q t , 1 F j F 5.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 4, sj 0½ 54, s
< <n sj
Ž . Ž .Moreover, following the same lines as above, we show with 8 , 36 that
for all 0 F j F 5,
1r3 pq1n5 51 q t q t F c D ¤ q q t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .‘ 2 Ý 4, sj 0Ž . ½ 5L R
< <n sj
y1 pq1n5 51 q t q t F D ¤ q q t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 4, sj 0½ 54, s
< <n sj
Ž .and then 38 holds.
Now choose a number m ) 0 such that m ) cm pq1, where c is the same
nŽ . Ž5 5constant as in 38 ; and choose d ) 0 so small that if Ý D n q4, s<n < F 5 0
n5 5 . Ž .Ý D ¤ - d , then q 0 - m and4, s<n < F 5
n n pq15 5 5 5m ) c D n q D ¤ q m . 39Ž .Ý Ý4, s 4, s0 0ž /½ 5
< < < <n F5 n F5
n nŽ5 5 5 5 .Then we can say that Ý D n q D ¤ - d , which must4, s 4, s<n < F 5 0 0
Ž . Ž .imply q t - m for all t G 0. For otherwise, by the continuity of q t
Ž . Ž .Proposition 1 and the fact that q 0 - m, we would necessarily have




‘ 2 ‘ 2n t q ¤ t F c 1 q t . 40Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .L R L R
Ž . Ž . Ž .Thereby, combining 40 with 9 , 10 , Lemma 9, and the Young
inequality,
y1r3
‘ 2 ‘ 2n t q ¤ t F c 1 q t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .L R L R
Ž .On the other hand, thanks to 33 , one can choose a number d ) 0 such1
n n nŽ5 5 5 5 . Ž5 5that if Ý D n s D ¤ - d , then Ý D n q8, s 8, s 4, s<n < F 5 0 0 1 <n < F 5 0
n5 5 .D ¤ - d , with d being the constant found above. This completes4, s0
the proof of Theorem 4.
Remark 4. In the proof of Theorem 4, to obtain an effective control of
p Ž . Ž . < n < ‘ 2the nonlinear term n n of 1 , 2 , we needed to control Ý D n L ŽR .x <n < F 51
Ž .by the quantity q t defined in the proof. This led us to choose the
Ž .assumption of the regularity for the initial data n , ¤ in Theorem 4,0 0
Ž .stronger than that of Theorem 3 on the linearized problem . In the space
mŽ 2 . < n < ‘H R with m integer, it would not be necessary to control Ý D n ,L<n < F 5
5 p 5 < Ž . < ‘ 2p 5 5since we have n n F n t n . Unfortunately, as we said inm L ŽR . mx x1 1
Remark 1, we cannot make the decay study in the space Hm.
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